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In Part I we have presented a hybrid finite element method based on an assumed stress field which 
has the features: (i) the unknowns in the final system of finite element equations are (a) the nodal 
velocities, and (b) the ‘constant term’ in the arbitrary pressure field over each element; (ii) ‘exact’ 
integrations were performed for each element. 

In the following we present studies of stability and convergence of the above hybrid finite element 
method. 

1. Some preliminary results 

We shall make use of some results, concerning the finite element method with Lagrangian 
multipliers, due to Brezzi [l] (see also [2]). Let 2, V, P be real Hilbert spaces with the norms 

II . IIP, II - lb and II - II p respectively, and the inner product be denoted by ( . , . ). Let the dual 
spaces be denoted by Z’, V’, and P' respectively. The duality is denoted by ( . , . ). 

Let a(.; ):ZxZ+lR, b(*;):Zx V+R, c(*; ) : V x P + R be continuous bilinear 
functionals, where R” is n-dimensional Euclidian space and R = R’. Associated with b, c, we 
may define linear operators B, C and their dual operators B’, C’ as the following: 

B :_I$+ V', B': V+_?Z', 

(Ba, ~)=(a, B’u)= b(a, v), Va~2, OE V, 

C:V+P', c':P-+v', 

(Cu,p)=(v,c’p)=c(v,p), VVE v, PEP. 

Associated with the bilinear functional b, we define 

& = {a E 2: b(a, u) = 0, V u E v) , Z”={#&Z’: (4,a)=O,VaEZo}. 

Let 2’ denote the orthogonal complement of Z. in 2. We then have (cf. [3]) the following. 
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LEMMA 1.1. The following three properties are equitlalent: 
(a) there exists a constant p > 0 such that 

(b) the operator B’ is aa isomorphism from V onto X” and 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(c) the operator B is an isomorphism from 2’ onto V’ and 

THEOREM 1.2. For 4 E 2’ and + E V’, if condition (1.1) is satisfied and there exists a 

constant CY > 0 such that 

(1.4) 

then the problem 

(W 
a(o,T)+b(T,U)=(+,7), YTE~, (1.5) 

b(a, w) = (& w> , VWEV (l-6) 

has a unique solution (a, v) E C x V and (4, I,!J)H ( a, v) is an isowzorphism from _Y x V’ onto 
zx V. 

Here (1.1) is the so-called LBB (Ladyzhenskaya-Babuska-Brezzi) condition, or inf-sup 

condition. 
We generalize the above theorem for application to the present problem. Let $I E SC’, 

$I E V’, x E P’, then we consider the problem 

(Y) 

ata, T)+ b(T, v) = (4, T> , VTEZ, 

b(a. w)+c(w,p)=(& w), V WE V, (1.7) 

c(v1q) = (X? 4) 7 VqEP. (1.8) 

We define the subspace V,, of V 

V,,={vE v: c(v,p)=O, VpEP}. 

THEOREM 1.3. If condition (1.4) holds and there exist constants p > 0 and y > 0 such that 

(1.9) 
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and 

(1.10) 

then problem (Y) has a unique solution (CT, v, p) E 2 x V x I’, and (4, 4, x)+ (a, v, p) is an 

isomorphism from 2’ x V’ X P’ onto _I? X V X P. 

The proof follows more or less from the work of Brezzi [l]. 

Now we consider an approximation by the finite element method. Let & and V, be the 
finite dimensional subspaces of _I$ and V respectively, where h is a discretization parameter. 
We consider an approximation to the problem (X), which is 

(Xh) 
a(oh,r)+b(T, v,,)=(~,T), VTEZ. 

b(o,,, w) = ($9 w) , kf w E V, . 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

Let &,, = {a E Z,,: b(a, v) = 0, V v E V,,}. 
The following has been proved by Brezzi [I]. 

THEOREM 1.4. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2, if in addition there exist constants 
a* > 0, p* > 0 such that: 

a(a, 0) 3 a *llall5_ , V (T E & , 

(1.13) 

then problem (X,,) has a unique solution oh E 2 h, vh E Vh. Moreover, if a *, p* do not depend on 
the parameter h, then 

Ilo - ~hllz + I/v - vhllv d k{ inf Ilo - Tll~ + inf lb - wllv} 
TEZh U,E v,, 

where (a, v) is the solution of problem (X), and constant k does not depend on h. 

The above result expresses not only the convergence of the approximate solution, but also 
its stability. Now we give a parallel result for problem (Y). We suppose that the space P is 
finite dimensional and the subspace for the finite element method is space P itself. Let 

v,,, = {v E v,: c(v. p) = 0, tl p E P} . 

It is apparent that vh, is a subspace of V,,. For the problem 

a(oh- 7) + b(T, vh) = (4, 7) , VTEZh, 

tyh) b(%h.W)+C(W,Ph)=($, W), v WE v,,. 

‘dub, 4) = (x3 9) 9 VqEP. 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 
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we assume that there exist constants p* > 0, y * > 0 (which depend on h in general) 

such that 

and 

(1.16) 

(1.17) 

then we have the following result. 

LEMMA 1.5 If (1.13) (1.16) and (1.17) hold, then problem (Y,,) has a unique solution u,, E Z,,, 
v E V,,, p,, E P. 

It is an immediate conclusion from Theorem 1.3. 
Now we consider the case when (Y*, /3*, and y* do not depend on h. Let 

It is evident that vhh) is a linear submanifold of Vk) and VhO = vh(0). Let Vi: denote the 
orthogonal complement of VhO in V,. 

LEMMA 1.6. If condition (1.17) holds and y* does not depend on h, then there exists a constant 
k such that for any v E Vk), we have 

inf 
WE Vhb’) 

llv - wllv s k ,f:E, I/V - w,llV. (1.18) 

PROOF. From Lemma 1.1, there exists one and only one vi E Vt fl Vh (x). For any w1 E vh, 
let the resolution of w1 - vi in the spaces VhO and Vi: be 

WI - vi: = v1+ v2 

where v1 E VhO, v2E Vi. Let w = v1 + vi, then w E Vhk), w1 - w = vz E Vi. By condition 
(1.17) and Lemma 1.2 we obtain 

Ilwl - w(lV s + ((C(W1 - W)llp* = + zl.l..l (c(wiljlr)’ ” = + El_lJ c(wi(jlpW. ‘) . 

Because c(w - v, p) = 0, V p E P we have 

I/w1 - wllv S-L sup 
Y* 

pEP ws klhv, - v)(v. 
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112, - Wl(” s llzl - Will” + l/WI - Wll” s kllW - VII”. 

From the arbitrariness of w, we obtain (1.18). For the error of the approximate solution we 
have the following result. 

THEOREM 1.7. If the hypothesis of Theorem 1.3 holds, and (1.13),,(1.16) and (1.17) hold, 
where a*, p*, and y * do not depend on parameter h, let VI be the solution of the problem 

(cv’,p)=kp), VPEP, 

w, w)=O, v w E V” . 

Let (CT, v, p) be the solution of problem (Y). Then there exists a 
depend on h, such that 

constant k, which does not 

IlmIllz: + ll4l” + IlPhllP s ~wll~i + IIa4 + IIXIIPJ 7 

Ilu - m%llx + lb - fhll” + IIP - PAIP 9 

s qnn* llv - Tll_x + &$llv - 41” + ,fzf, IV - WIlld . 

Proof. (1.19) follows from Theorem 1.3 immediately. We 
21; E Vi n V,,(j) as in Lemma 1.6, and let VhO = &, - Vk, then ah 
the problem 

now prove (1.20). Take 
and t_& are the SOhtiOnS of 

(yhl) 

a(~~.7)+b(7,UhO)=(~,7)-b(7,V~), VTExh, 

b(qpw)=W, w), v w E vh,, . 

By definition IJ~ - vi E Vo, and 

(vl- vi, w)=O, v WE v,,,. 

Take any w E vhk), then vi- w E VhO, so (vl- vi, vi- w) = 0. Hence, 

(1.19) 

(1.20) 

lld - WI/$ = I[( d - vi) + (vi - w)ll’v = l)d - v;ll2u + Ilv; - wll’, 2 II?? - vill’v . 

From Lemma 1.6 we have 

inf 
wEVh&‘) 

llul- wllv s k Wtzf, /Iv1 - wlllv. 

From (1.26) and (1.27) we have 

llvl- v;llv d k ,;:f, 1119 - W&J. 

(1.21) 

(1.22) 

(1.23) 
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Let (T; and t’zo be the solutions of the problem 

a(cTX.r)+b(r, ut,,)=(~,7)-~(7, U”), VrEZ;,. 
(Yhl) 

b(aZ, w) = (*, w), tl w E VMJ. 

By Theorem 1.2 it can be verified that 

I(& - U,llx + lItGo - Uh”JI\. s qv - &llc. 

From (1.23) we have 

(1.24) 

Comparing problems (Yz) and ( Yh2), we obtain, by Theorem I .4, 

From (1.29) we see 

we know that u,, = v - L’~; oh0 = uh - vi, hence. 

I/v - QJl” s IIUO - Uh”II” + llul - ~& . 

By Lemma 1.6, 

inf 
w E Vhll 

I(Q - wllv s k ,t:Lh IIvo - wlllv l 

but UC, = u - ul, so 

inf 
WlEVh 

IIz.r,, - wlllv s Jib* (III - wllv + wtgf, llul- w~((~. 

From (1.23) (1.25) (1.26) (1.27) and (1.28) we obtain 

110 - a,,llrn + (Iu - z+,llv s k{ inf 11~~ - TII~ + inf IIu - wl(v + inf 11~~ - w&} . 
7EXh WEVh WlsVh 

Now we estimate p - ph from (1.7) and (1.14) 

(1.26) 

(1.27) 

(1.28) 

C(W.Ph-P)=b(a-uh,W), VWEVJ, . 
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By condition (1.17) 

hence 

(1.29) 

using (1.29) we get (1.20). 

REMARK 1.8. The above theorem implies the stability and convergence of the finite element 
method. By (1.19) and the linearity of this problem, a small variation of 4, $, x leads to a 
small variation of the approximate solution. 

REMARK 1.9. Condition (1.16) and (1.17) are also the necessary conditions for the existence 
of the solution to the problem (Y,,) for any $ and x. V,, and P are finite dimensional spaces, so 
P’ = P. If (1.15) has a solution vh E vh for any x, then operator C : vh + P is from vh onto P. 

By definition, Ker C = V hll: therefore, C is a one to one map from Vt onto P and there exists 
a constant y* > 0 such that, /~cz& > y*IIvIIv. By L emma 1.1, condition (1.17) holds. The proof 
of the condition (1.16) is the same. 

2. Application to the Stokes problem 

Let R C [w” be a bounded domain whose boundary a&! is Lipschitz continuous and piecewise 
smooth. We use the tensorial notation in this section: the derivatives of a function f are 
denoted by f,i G aflaxi, i = 1,2,. . . , n, where Xi are coordinates of point x in R”. The 
n-dimensional vector function is denoted by f whose components are f,, f?, . . . , f,,. We 
consider a function f defined on R, and a function Go defined on an such that: 

where c = (zq, . . . , v,,)’ is the unit external normal along 80. We dissect 0 into a finite number of 
subdomains ok, k = 1, . . . , N. The boundary S!, is Lipschitz continuous and piecewise smooth. 
Let r = U f= 1 tK?,. We consider the functional 

T.vids 

where /J >O is a constant (coefficient of viscosity), and 

ai, = aij+@ij. 

(2.1) 

pandaij(i.j=1,2 ,..., n) are functions defined on 0 and aji = aij, vi are functions defined on r, 
u’ = (v,, . . . , II,)‘, Ti = aijv,, (where aij are defined on r under the trace sense), 5 = (~1, . . . , vn)’ are 
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unit exterior normal vectors along with iM&, respectively, and superscript t denotes a transpose. 
Suppose that &0 = G, and 

Crjj.j+&=o, i= l).... n; (2.2) 

we shall seek the saddle-point of (2. f) and its approximation by the finite element method. It is 
evident that (ab, p, v’) is one of the stationary points of (Z.l), then (asj, p + constant, 6) is a 
stationary point as well. In order to achieve uniqueness, we restrict ourselves to seeking a solution 
such that 

I pdx=O. 
R 

First of all, we reduce (2.1) to an equivalent form. Let 

1 
pk = volume fz, 

Then Jll, p’ dx = 0. 
Let T: = Ti + pkq, then 

p’=p-pk, xef& . 

Thus (2.1) is reduced to 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

where 7r now appears to depend on a& p’, pkr and 4; but we will prove that p’ is uniquely 
determined by a:j in view of the constraint (2.2); therefore, the independent variables are a:j, 
pk, and 0; only. 

In order to consider the stationary point of (2.4), we introduce some useful function spaces. 
We denote the Sobolev spaces by 11”(G) and Hi(n) [4] where s is a real number and 

H”(f2) = L*(R). We define 

L;(fJn) = { u E L”(n): j-/dx=O). 

Function u defined on r belongs to H1”(r) if and only if there exists a function # E H’(L2) 
and (61r- = u (the trace sense of &IF can be found in [4]). We define 

The dual space of H”‘(r) is denoted by [H’“(r)] = N-“‘(f). We define 

l&y’(T) = {u E IP(T): ul,m = 0) . 
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For the set of functions (aij, p’) on flk (1 s i, j s n), we define the following spaces 

the norm of which is defined by 

i=l 

If the set of functions (aij, p’) on 0 belong to H(R,) for each k (1 s k s N), then we say 
(a:j, p’) E H(R) and define 

Il(dj, P’)II’HWJ = 5 ll(aij3 P’)llL(f&) . 

k=l 

We define the subspace of H(fln,) as 

and define HO(O) in the same way. We have the following Green’s formula. 

LEMILIA 2.1. 1. (dj, p’) E H(flk), then Ti = (ai, - ~‘&~>y~ E H-“‘(Jo~), and 

I Ui (uij.1 - pli) dx + 
I 

(U:j -p’Sij)S.j dx = (T:, Ui)ank 3 V Ui E H’(flk) . (2.5) 
flk ok 

PROOF. For each i, there is a vector $ whose components are a{j - p’6, (j = 1, . . . , rt). By 
definition of space H(fik), div $ E L2(flk). From [3, Chapter 1, Theorem 24, @ . I? E 

H-“‘(dflk) and 

(G, gr”ad s) + (div G, Ui) = (6 * 5, Ui)ank , V ?.I; E H’(L!n,) 

where ( * , . ) is the inner product in L2(flk) space. 

LEhfkfA 2.2. For space &(flk), (x.l<iSj<n Il~~jll~2(fik))“2 is an equiudent norm. 

PROOF. By definition, p,i = ab.j. Hence 

IIPliIIH-lcnr, s 2 IIdj,jIIH-l(R~) s k i lJdjllL+nk) . 

j=l j=I 

We prove that 

(2.6) 

IIP’II L.*w) s k 2 Ib:ilb~nk, . (2.7) 

From [3, Chapter 1, Theorem 3.61, the differential operator (d/ax,, . . . , ddx,) is a one-to-one 
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mapping from space I_f(&) to the subspace of (H-‘(fin,))” which is (4’ E (K’(C&))“: (G, G) = 0, 

V G E (II@&))“. d’ IV ti = 0). This is a closed operator; by the closed graph theorem, it is an 
isomorphism. We know that p’ E Li(l&), so (2.7) holds. 

From (2.6) and (2.7) 

This is what we want to prove. 

The following is evident from (2.8). 

LEMAfA 2.3. If (a& p’) E Ho(R), then p’ is defined by aij uniquely. 

We define a subspace of L:(O) 

P = {pc E L;(n): pclnk = const, 1 s k s N} . 

With the above preparatory remarks, we now discuss the stationary point problem of (2.4). 
Assuming fi E L’(R) and Co E (H”2(&f2))“, we take (U:j, p’) E H(a), Ui E H”*(T), pc E P, 

PCLk = Pk, then (2.4) ‘makes sense’, where the integral is understood as a duality: 

Let the first variation of 7r be equal to zero. We obtain 

We take an element (Gij, ,Z) in H(R) which satisfies (2.2). For instance, we may take p’ = 0, 
a:, = 0 (i# j) and G{j = - I fi dxi. Let ?: = (c?:, - p’&j)Vj on 80,. We extend vector & to r such 
that v’,, E (H”2(r))n. Let 

(4 p”) = (a:,, p’) - (+, @‘) , 

and the components of &, be uol, . . . , uo,. The variational problem is then reduced to: seek 
(a:;, p”) E Ho@). C”E (H”‘(T))“, pc E P, such that 
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Let 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

we then prove the next theorem. 

THEOREM 2.4. The solution of problem (2) exists and is unique. 

PROOF. By Theorem 1.3, we check conditions (1.4), (1.9) and (1.10) one by one. By Lemma 
2.2, and (2.9) condition (1.4) is met, obviously, with (Y = 1/4,~. From (2.11) space V. 
introduced in the preceding section is 

Vo = {II E (H:‘*(T))“: 2 pk I,,, LJivi ds = 0, v PC E P) . 
k=l 

We prove that 

V,, = {v’ E (Hi’*)“: f 
ant 

Uivi ds = 0, 1 ~ k ~ ~} . (2.12) 

AS a matter of fact, if Jaok UiVi ds = 0, then 
other hand, if 

it is apparent that C;“=, pk JCJnnk UiVi ds = 0. On the 

qvi ds = 0. Vpp,EP, 

we take an arbitrary p E L’ such that pink = const, let pc = p - po, where, 

1 
PO = volume fl I 

pdx. 
R 
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Then pC E P. Let pk = &.lni, then 

because, Milan = 0. On each ok, p] nt = pn + pk is an arbitrary COrMant, therefore, 

I Uivi ds = 0 
af& 

Thus (2.12) is proved. 
For V’E Vu, we solve the homogeneous Stoke’s problem on each subdomain flk with v’ as 

the boundary condition. The solution exists and is unique [6], so there exists (aij, p’) E I&(R,), 

6 E (H’(iRk))n. such that 

Wi,i = 0 

By Green’s formula (2.3, we obtain 

on the other hand 

I uijuij dx = ru2 
I 

R (wi,j + wj,i)’ dX = 2~’ (w,,j + Wj,i) W<,j dX . 
R 

Since $1 itR = 0, we integrate by parts and obtain 

I uijuij dx = 4~’ 
I 

wi.jWi,j dx . 
R R 

By Friedrich’s inequality, 

II7 

. 

Therefore, 

owing to 

(H’(f2))” d k (I 
l/2 

114 uijuij dx 
R > 

the definition of the norm of space H”‘(T) 
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For this given (a:,, p), we have: 

Therefore, 

Thus (1.9) is proved. By [2, Chapter 1, Lemma 3.31, for any pc E P, there exists 6 E (HA(fi))“, 
such that div I$ = -pc, and 

(2.13) 

Let v’ = I$‘(~, then u’ E (HA’*(r))“, and 

From (2.13) 

Thus (1 .lO) is proved. By Theorem 1.3, we thus have the existence and uniqueness of problem 

(Z). 

Owing to the fact that the boundary value & satisfies San & - v’ ds = 0, we can always extend 
& to 0 such that the extended function G belongs to (II’(f and r?lafl = &, div G = 0 [5]. 
Let 17~ = I&. For this extended function I?,,, we have 

I uoivi ds = 0 
afik 

for each domain flk. Thus we may simplify problem (2) so that the third equation of (Z) is 
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homogeneous, namely, the distribution x in the corresponding problem (Y) is equal to zero. 
We use this simplification in the following. 

We now consider the approximate solution of problem (Z). Let I$, be a finite dimensional 
subspace of I&(R), and Vh a finite dimensional subspace of (HA’2(f))n, then the problem is: to 
seek (crl:‘, pch’) E J&, 8’) E V,, p?’ E P, such that 

Let 

Then, by Theorem 1.7 we have the following. 

THEOREM Z-5. If there exist constants p* > 0, y* > 0, such that 

(2.15) 

then problem (Z,) has a unique solution. Moreover, if pe7 and y* do not depend on the 
parameter h, then we have the estimate 

(2.14) 

(3.16) 

Conditions (2.14) and (2.15) are the so-called LBB conditions in this case, which are the 
sufficient conditions for convergence and stability. 

REMARK 2.6. Because space (H~~~(~))‘* depends on the discretization parameter h, so does 
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the norm 11. ~~~H;y~I.~~~. We should like to obtain an estimate of G”- fich) with a norm which is 
independent of h. 8’ is the exact solution of the Stokes problem, so it is defined on R. We can 
extend zYh) to the whole domain 0, which is still denoted by Gh), such that 

I(,_” - G(h)ll(H;l:(,.))” = II,_” - v”h)(I(H;(R))” . 

Therefore, we have established that under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.5, there exists an 
extension of Gch) such that C(h) E (HA(o)))” and 

where inf L’PE “,, II 9’ - r?‘ll (H;‘2(r))” could be also replaced by a norm of function space on 0, but it 

depends on the way in which one introduces the dissection and the finite dimensional space V,, 

[71. 

3. Rank conditions for finite element matrices 

We present the matrix form of conditions (1.16) and (1.17). The abstract form of these is the 
same, so we need to analyze only one of these. Spaces P and Vh are finite dimensional, so 
P’ = P, and Vl, = Vh, and the bilinear functional c(v, p) can be expressed as 

C(U, p) = p’Cv 

where C is a matrix, and p and u are two column vectors, the dimensions of which are 
denoted by dim P and dim Vh, respectively. 

THEOREM 3.1. (1.17) holds if and only if 

dimVhbdimP=Rank C. (3.1) 

PROOF. Necessity. Denote dim P = nl, dim V,, = n2, then C is a nl X n2 matrix. Let 

V,,” = {u E V, : p’cv = 0, tl p E P} , ph={UE v,,: (v,w)=O,VwE v,,“}. 

Then by Lemma 1 .l, u = c’p is an isomorphism from P to v”, ; as a matter of fact, Vh() is the 
fundamental solution space of the equation CU = 0, and v”h is its orthogonal complement. 
Because of the isomorphism, v”, has the same dimension as P, i.e., nl, so that the dimension of 
VA, is n2- nl. Therefore, n22 n1 and the rank of C is n2- (n2- nl) = nl. 

Sufficiency. If (3.1) holds, then C has a (n, x nl) non-degenerate submatrix. Without loss of 
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generality, we 
p E P, let 

u1 = 
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assume that C = (C,, C,) where C, is a nondegenerate square matrix. For any 

c:p : 
0 

u= . I I 0 

then we obtain an isomorphism from space P to a subspace of V,. Besides, 

Hence, 

llc’pllv 2 ll~lll 2 4lPllP 

where k is a positive constant. We obtain (1.17) from Lemma 1.1. 

REMARK 3.2. We present the matrix form of (2.14) and (2.15) in the following. 
Denote the element of P by p, dim P = nl; denote the element of V,, by u, dim V, = nz; and 

denote the element of V,,, the subspace of V,, by uO, dim V,,, = n3. Denote the element of Z,, 
by a, dim &, = n4. We have a (nl X nJ matrix C and an (n3 x nj) matrix B, such that 

N 

= I 
Pk ujvj ds = p’Cu , VpEP, UE v,. 

k=l of4 

The matrix forms of (2.14) and (2.15) are 

dim V,, 2 dim P = Rank C, dim Z;, > dim V,, = Rank B . (3.2) 

REMARK 3.3. By Remark 1.9, condition (3.1) and (3.2) are also the necessary conditions for 
the existence of solution to the problem (Z,,) for any rl, and x. But (3.1) and (3.2) are not 
sufficient for convergence and stability. In order to guarantee the convergence and stability it 
is important that /3* and y* do not depend on h; which condition cannot be obtained from the 
rank conditions. 

4. Reduction from global to local conditions 

Now consider, for instance, quadrilateral planar (2-dimensional) elements ok, the boun- 
daries of which are denoted by 80,. We have Sobolev spaces H”*(&&). Let Q be a finite 
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dimensional subspace of (H”*(d&))*, the dimension of which is m. We define a subspace of Q 

Then Q1 is a linear space, the dimension of which is not less than (m - 1). We assume that the 
dimension of Q1 is (m - 1). We define another subspace 

Q2 = {v’ E Q1: v’ is a rigid body motion} . 

Then QZ is a linear space, the dimension of which is not bigger than 3. We assume that the 
dimension of Q2 is 3. We define a quotient space Q = QI/Q2, which is a (m - 4) dimensional 

space, the element of which is denoted by 6. 
We may give a common orthonormal basis for spaces Q, Q1, and Q2; then they are 

isometric, isomorphic with Euclidean spaces R”‘, [W”-l, and R3 respectively, the vector in which 
is denoted by u. Thus u may be a m, nt - 1, or 3 dimensional vector. Let 

where (aij, p’) E Ho(&). Let zp’ be a finite dimensional subspace of &(flk), the dimension of 
which is denoted by mO. We also give an orthonormal basis in .ZCp) and denote the element by 
a tnO dimensional vector u. Then there exists a m, x (m - 1) matrix B,, such that, 

bk(((T:j, p’), u’) = U’BlV 3 V V E Ql, (Uij, /I’) E Xik’ 

where t means a transpose. 

LEMMA 4.1. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) If bk(((Tij, p’), 6) = 0, V (aij, p’) E S(hk), then v’ E Q2. 
(b) The rank of the matrix B, is equal to (m - 4). 

PROOF. Condition (a) is: 
(a’) O*B1v = 0, V u E X:P’ implies v E Q2; so it follows 

(a”) B,v = 0 implies v E Q2. 
Because (U:j, p’) E &(&), it iS a SySteITI of fOrCe balance on a&. By the principle of VirtUd 

work if 6 is a rigid body motion, the work done by the forces in equilibrium is zero. Therefore, 
c#&v = 0 if v E Q2. Hence, condition (a”) is equivalent to the statement that the linear 
subspace spanned by the system of row vectors of I?, denoted by S, is of the dimension 
(m-l)-3=m-4. 

We denote the length of the longest side of flk by S,,,, the shortest side by Smin, and the 
inner angles of flk by ei (i = 0, 1,2,3). Now we prove a local LBB condition. 

LEMMA 4.2. Under the conditions of Lemma 4.1, if there exist constants 6 > 0 and E > 0 such 
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that 

then there exists a constant p > 0 which depends on S and E only, such that 

(4.1) 

where u’ E 6. 

PROOF. We assume S,,, = 1 temporarily. Then Smin > l/S. Because the difference between 

two elements of 6 is a rigid body motion. the choice of v’ in 0’ does not affect the value of the 
functional bk( * , . ) in (4.1). 

By the conditions of Lemma 4.1, it is clear that when u E S, the solution of B:a = u exists 
and we can always take such a solution that [la/l < k(l II u w h ere k only depends on matrix B,, 
i.e., depends only on the quadrilateral element ok. For this (T, 

u’BIU+l~, so CTfSlU-&z$ 
lbll II4 - lbll k 

k depends on the parameters of the quadrilateral element continuously. We have assumed 
that the lengths of its sides lie within the interval [l/6, l] and its inner angles within [E, n - E]. 
On this compact subdomain, there is a positive lower bound of l/k, which is denoted by p. 
Thus we have proved that (4.1) holds when S,,, = 1, where p depends on y and E only. 

For the general case when S,,, d 1, let h = S,,,, and transformation of similitude, x + x/h, 
YH y/h is applied. The image of this quadrilateral has property S,, = 1 so (4.1) holds. But this 
transformation does not change the value of 

We extend u’ to the domain J&, which is still denoted by ii such that 

Ilv’ll (Ez”~(ank$ = II %&nt $ . 

By definition 

Under the above similarity transformation, the first term on the right-hand side does not 
change its value and the second term does not decrease; hence as long as (4.1) holds for 
S max = 1, it also holds for S,,, s 1. 
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REMARK 4.3. It is easy to see that the assumption S,,,,, < 1 can be replaced by S,,, d K, 
where K is a positive constant, then the constant p in (4.2) depends on S, E and K only. 

Similarly, we may introduce an (mO x M) matrix B, instead of B,, such that when v’ E Q, 

((TIj9 p') E ZP', 

LEMMA 4.4. If the rank of matrix B equals (m - 3) then the conditions of Lemma 4.1 hold. 

PROOF. By hypothesis, the space of solutions of 

is 3-dimensional, where (4.2) is considered in space 0. But Q1 is a subspace of Q, so if (4.2) is 

considered in space Q,, the dimension of space of solutions cannot be greater than 3. We 
know beforehand that the space of solutions includes all rigid body motions; so (4.2) has a 
space of solutions in Q1 with dimension 3 exactly; it is the condition (a) of Lemma 4.1. 

Finally we prove that (2.14) holds under some conditions. 
We assume that R is a polygonal domain, and dissect fl into a finite number of 

quadrilateral elements ok, k = 1, 2, . . . , N. Let the length of the longest side of elements be h. 
For the given finite dimensional subspace & of E&(0), we denote the one on flk by sLk’. 

2 Lk’ is also a linear space and a finite dimensional subspace of Ho(&). For the given finite 
dimensional space V,,, there is a corresponding space Q on each quadrilateral element. 

THEOREM 4.5 If there exist constants u > 0, E > 0, such that 

holds for each 6!k. Moreover, for each element ok, one of the three following conditions holds. 

(a) If 

then v’ is a rigid body motion. 
(b) Taking (m - 1) independent parameters in Q1, an d forming a column vector v by these 

parameters; and taking m, independent parameters in Zhk’ and forming a column vector o by 
these, there is a matrix B, such that 

I vi(c:j - p’Sij)Vj ds = u’B~v 3 V v’ E 01, (aij, P’> E ZP’ 1 
aflk 

then the rank of B, equals (m - 4). 
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(c) If in (b), Q, is replaced by 0, and B, by B such that 

then the rank of B equals (m - 3), then (2.14) holds, where p* does not depend on the dissection. 

PROOF. We can always transform one system of parameters to another by a nondegenerate 
transformation; so the choice of parameters in spaces Q,, Q, and Zp’ does not affect the rank 
of B, and B. Therefore, by the hypothesis of this theorem, conditions in Lemma 4.1 or Lemma 
4.4 hold: by Lemma 4.2, (4.1) holds; where p does not depend on h. 

During the proof of Theorem 2.4, we have obtained 

(4.3) 

where (o:j, p’) is the sol&ion of the Stokes problem for each element. From the proof of 
Theorem 2.4, we know that l/k is independent of the dissection. Now we take ~1 E V,,,,. 

For each element, let (a:, p”) be the orthogonal projection of (u;j, p’) on J$p’, then 

Let 

(4.4) 

‘$ = fan, ((ah - p’:j) - (p’ - p”)&)uivj & , (4.5) 

then there exists (rij, q) E Chk’ such that 

I (Tij - qSi,)svj ds = 5. ank (4.6) 

because, if v’ is a rigid body motion, then 5 = 0, and it suffices to take (rijr q) = 0. If u’ is not a 
rigid body motion, then by the condition (a) of Lemma 4.1, (rij, q) exists. We define the 
quotient space (H”‘(dflk))‘/Q2 and from (4.5) we obtain 

where u’ E u’. From (4.4) we obtain 

By (4.6) and Lemma 4.2, we may take such a (Tij, q), that 
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Therefore, 

Let 

then 

Tij = rjj + f-r;. q’ = q + p” , 

(T{j* q')E ZP' 7 by (4.5) and (4.6), 

Besides, 

We have the above inequality for every element. So 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

By (4.3), (4.7). and (4.8) we obtain 

This is what we want to prove. 

The second LBB condition (2.15) is more or less analogous to that established and studied 
by Oden and his colleagues [8,9] in connection with velocity/pressure formulations and 
reduced-integration/penalty methods. Thus, condition (2.15) can be verified for present 
elements (with exact integration) in the same way as in [7,8]. A detailed evaluation of the 
specific elements listed in Part I of this paper, will be reported on shortly. 
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